School of Informatics: Proposed Open Book Rubrics

Currently there is not standardized “open book” rubric for our examinations. The proposal is to add two additional standard wordings that can be appended to any of the current standard rubrics.

Fully Open Book

*This is an OPEN BOOK examination: books, notes and other written or printed material MAY BE CONSULTED during the examination. The use of electronic devices or electronic media is NOT PERMITTED.*

Partially Open Book

Here there are two options:

- *This is a NOTES PERMITTED examination: candidates may consult up to TWO A4 pages (4 sides) of notes.*
- *This is a PERMITTED RESOURCES examination: candidates may consult the following resources during the examination: <list of resources – should be short and if we adopt this information must be provided for the invigilators>*

The proposal is to adopt some of these as standard rubric options and have them included in the LaTeX template for the December 2019 examination diet.
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